CURE

PRESENTS

UNDERSTANDING

MESOTHELIOMA

•

careglvlng

•

EING a caregiver
is one of the most important-and

loving-things

you can

do for someone. However, it is important for you to take
care of yourself and not get stressed so that you have energy
for your patient and loved ones.
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Caring for Others>
Navigating

its challenges,
unique,

>

the new terrain of caregiving
and while everyone's

there are some caregiving

isn't without

cancer journey

is

tips that apply to

Talk It Out:

process what's happened.

second opinions, treatment,

Help With Research:

Keep in mind that people react differently

be cumulative.
of treatment

Learn about the disease and

treatment

patient to understand

and follow the treatment

treatments.

Some patients will have more

than others, or some patients

effect. Also know that the toll chemotherapy

and where to be treated.

the range of potential

so

may

worry about losing their hair more than any other side

Discuss with the patient the

decisions that will need to be made quickly, including

>

what you or your loved one is going

nausea or fatigue

to take some time to

and physically,

can

don't minimize

to different
It's important

Treatment

both emotionally

through.

nearly everyone.
>

Be Realistic About What's Ahead:

be very taxing,

takes can

The patient may feel fine at the outset
but may feel worse before he/she starts

feeling better.

options and help the

>

plan.

Kind Gestures Help:

Small gifts and cards can help

The doctor should be able to help guide further educa-

lift your loved one's spirits. Experts say it's completely

tion. To make the most out of the short time with the

normal

medical team, caregivers
questions.

few days beforehand

talk with the patient

in case questions

Listen and Learn:

a

shield your loved one from finding

come up that

inner strength
During

appointments,

>

listen

he/she should

the patient

take care of important

affairs such as wills, living wills, and medical power

from

the patient to pursue a dialogue with the doctor, let the
patient lead the conversation.

such as bank accounts,

has been determined

or

and balance.

of attorney. Also, consider reviewing

Once the treatment

smother

hislher source of

Discuss Legal and Financial Issues: If

hasn't already,

carefully, take notes, or, with the doctor's permission,
record the session. Unless you have permission

Allow the patient

some time and space to be alone. Don't

require more research.
>

days when they feel

dejected, lonely, afraid, or depressed.

can help focus the patient's

For big decisions,

for patients to experience

plan

tax documents,

financial details,
stocks, bonds,

mutual funds, CDs, and contact information

by the medical team, get the plan

cial advisers.

in writing.
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for finan-

UNDERSTANDING

> Allow

the Person His/Her Feelings: As

MESOTHELIOMA

a caregiver,

you want

to be sure the patient

expressing

how he/she feels. You don't want him/her

Taking Care of Yourself>

feels comfortable

In the chaos and intensity that surrounds

to feel pressure to be peppy and positive all the time.
>

Take a Step Back:

Conflicts

about treatment

Ti
A

concern on the patient. While caregivers tend to brush

are

their own needs aside, experts warn that selfless devotion can backfire.

stage, experts say. The caregiver

may want the patient to keep pushing

a new cancer

diagnosis, everyone tends to focus all of their care and

often more intense when the cancer recurs or is diagnosed at an advanced

JI

The

and try every-

constant

stress of caregiving

can make you

thing possible to fight the cancer, while the patient

more vulnerable

believes it's time to stop treatment.

a list of what triggers your stress, then make another

sa~

list of steps to reduce that stress. Here are some ways to

ac

want

to

pursue

alternative

caregivers

who want him/her

medicine.

Regardless

Or, a patient may

treatments,

upsetting

to stick to conventional

> Reach Out: Caring for someone full-time can lead to

of the scenario, allow your loved

Call a Family Meeting:

less of distance,

feelings of panic, despair, and isolation.

Organize

Support

the dialogue.

for the patient to be involved

groups

for cancer patients

can be located through

in

Cancer

If outside help is needed, such as a home

Society, or other

health aide or hospice care, be honest with the patient.

makes a huge difference

Ultimately,

having

pendence

patients

should

maintain

as much

inde-

other stress-reduction

as possible and control decisions about their

>

Help the Patient Set Up a Survivorship Plan: The
from active treatment

survivor is important,
up visits, long-term

including

page 56). A caregiver

>

to being a healthy
knowing

organizations.

Try exercise,
techniques.

keeping

the patient

A number

plans have been developed

Accept Help:

of
(see

meditation,

If nothing

It
fin

and

ask what they

caregivers

c

suggest
h

it out and let people know exactly what you need. If

d

friends or relatives are not available to step in for a few

c

u.s.

on Aging offers a national database of

elder care providers
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rc

a list in your pocket. That way, you can pull

Administration

from day one and keep in touch with the medical team.

2

seems to

hours, hire someone or find adult day care. The

can help keep up with the plan

pr

to

or doctor.

If friends or neighbors

can do to help, tell them. Veteran

what follow-

effects, and limitations

will have in the years after treatment.
cancer survivorship

nonprofit

the American

to feel you're not the only one

help, it may be time to see a therapist

care, within reason.

transition

these feelings.

and caregivers

local hospitals,

w

he

izations to help reduce feelings of isolation.

a

family meeting, even by phone, to discuss who will do
what. It's important

Reach out to

friends, family, online chat groups, and support organ-

Friends and family, regard-

may want to be involved.

out. Make

prevent burnout:

one to make choices that are right for him/her.
>

to getting sick or burned

•

at www.eldercare.gov.

A

SSEMBLING A CREW of Helpful Friends and

>

Get Some Sleep:

To overcome

insomnia,

thing from guided imagery and relaxation
ture and even warm milk. Cutting
and boosting
Sometimes

experts suggest everytechniques

to acupunc-

back on late afternoon

your exercise may also help caregivers

caffeine

sleep better.

it helps to write down your worries and "release" them

for the day, before heading

to bed. If all else fails, it may be time to

talk to the doctor about a non-addictive

Family Is Crucial> Start by making a list of tasks

you'll need help with and then think of family members,
friends, neighbors,

or fellow congregants at your house

of worship who can be a reliable source of support. You
may want to identify a family member or friend who can
take the lead in organizing what needs to be done and
who will do it. Here are some tips for getting the support

sleep aid.

you need:

>

Communicate:

Most often,

when

a person

is diagnosed

cancer, it's the spouse who takes over caregiving.
Society research shows husbands

American

with
Cancer

and wives can affect each other in

Call for Help> If you're in the thick of doctor visits and
are overwhelmed,

the laundry should be the last thing

on your to-do list. Don't be afraid to ask for help. Often,

profound

ways in this new relationship.

to impossibly high standards

Wives hold themselves

as caregivers.

do too much, and rarely make time for themselves,
showed

to have a negative

The husband

absorbed

up

They get stressed, try to

effect on the husband's

which the study

offer. Most friends would gladly deliver a meal, do household chores, or provide transportation.

ability to heal.

these negative feelings and felt guilty about

putting his wife through

friends and family want to help, but don't know what to

Seek Emotional Support> Support can often come
from established

so much.

cancer communities,

Club (www.gildasclub.org).

>

Keep Up Your Health:

caregivers

often

neglect

With everything
basic health

they have to do in a day,

maintenance.

things to keep in mind include eating regular
in fruits and vegetables

and staying hydrated.

Some simple

meals that are rich
Exercise, even if it's

a short walk each day. Line up help so you can keep your regular
appointments

for dental

cleanings,

health screenings,

and annual

checkups.
>

Find Meaning:

groups. Finding community

experiences

If you can take your experience

can help you find more meaning

and anxiety. Caregiving

in your life and focus on your

Work on your personal growth.

art therapy workshop,

with cancer and

Participate

in an

begin a journal, talk with a counselor, or lean

on your faith or spiritual community .•

or online support

support helps to avoid

and allows members to share their

and collective wisdom with one another.

Use Technology> To update friends and extended
family, consider setting up a website. You'll receive
support and inspiration

learn from it, you may have less depression

highest priorities.

(www.thewellnesscommunity.org),

feelings of isolation

such as Gilda's

the Wellness Community

messages

by encouraging visitors to post

and volunteer for tasks, and they'll be able

to stay in the loop. Sites such as Care Central (www.
CareCentral.com),

Caring Bridge (www.CaringBridge.

org), Lotsa Helping Hands (www.lotsahelpinghands.
com), Share the Care (www.sharethecare.org),
Patient/Partner

and The

Project (www.thepatientpartnerproject.

org) make it easy to create a free website that will help
connect friends and family. If you're not web-savvy, ask a
friend or family member for help.
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